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MY 
HELPFUL-
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My robot's name is 'Salt'. *Also 
known as Pepper 2.0 version * 
It can help students and 
teachers by carrying heavy 
items that they need to 
transport around the school.
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Introduction 



Salt has big elephant-like ears👂🐘 that can 
hear very clearly, a transparent head just like 
the clear flawless waves 🌊, its torso looks like a 
long trapezium-shaped roof, and it has a 
monitor which looks like Siri a�ached to its chest 
to sense where lost items are. If you ever lose 
anything you can ask Salt to help you find them, 
and within seconds your lost item wi� have been 
found like it magica�y appeared. 
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Looks and functions 



It also has bu� arms and hands for 
carrying heavy things *Salt is a robot 

who is bu� and strong 💪*. It uses ro�ers 
to move around the school smoothly and 
swi�ly on the floor which also makes the 
robot's speed increase. Since the robot's 

name is Salt and the opposite form is 
pepper plus it also mostly got the 

inspiration from the robot Pepper and 
because of how it looks, it is sometimes 

known as Pepper's sibling.
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Looks and functions 



Teachers could be gone forever and may 
also become redundant. Robots also don't 
understand the meaning of 'feelings', 
'empathy' and 'emotions' because they are 
just a du�, sou�ess and emotionless 
machines made by humans. They don't 
have the creative mindset that teachers 
have. It won't and can't replace teachers 
because they don't have a� the talent and 
understanding that teachers do. Especia�y 
because they don't understand 
FEELINGS!!!
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My opinion on robots



In my opinion, I don't think robots wi� 
be able to replace teachers in the near 

future because they can run out of 
ba�ery a� of a sudden. It wi� be 

di�cult to move it back to its charging 
place unless it is nearby. 🔋📉📈📉 Also 

the electrical bi� wi� increase since 
robots use up a lot of electricity which 

wi� waste a lot of money.
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Why robots can't replace teachers



In conclusion, I hope robots won’t 
replace teachers in the future. If they 
do, schools wi� be in a bad condition.
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Conclusion



This book is about my 
helpful robot called 
‘Salt’ helping people in 
school and my 
opinions on robots 
replacing teachers in 
the near future.

SUMMARY


